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approved
of
report,
a budget
was
submitted the
of 1985
the 1986/87 fiscal year.
SC350 was selected as the system to be recommended
budget proposal. There were
reasons
SC350 possessed a greater capacity for database expansion than Inmagic; seccost of installing
ond, SC350 could be installed for a
Innovacq; third,
is a stable company with a good reputation
budget refor supporting the systems it develops; and fourth,
quest was being made in cooperation with the University of Richmond undergraduate library, which expressed a preference for
SC350.

After the excitement generated by
anticipation of the arrival
SC350 wore off,
Law Library began to experience
problems inherent
any automation project. The first of these develwe were asked to fill out a
This was a
The
other
personnel.
as are most software manuals, by
system
system.
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The profile is a
of user designed limits
system. The purpose of
profile is to require
user to
decisions about what is wanted from the system. It is important
decisions about things such as what MARC tags, shelving locaterminology, etc., are made before
training session, as
decisions are entered
parameter maintenance module
during installation.
more information
on beforehand,
faster the parameter maintenance process is finished. This is a
tedious
time-consuming
but
one establishes
system, one cannot begin to use SC350. The
parameters of
sions made should, incidentally, involve people outside of
as these can have an impact on
other
the library.
placement of equipment is
else one
to
SC350 terminal to
The
cable,
connects
terminal used for
is fifty
like
feet
..,,,,, .... "'"' cable
one realizes
across the ..,..,,,,..... ,.,
"''"""·'""' cable
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these occurred, it was necessary, of course, to wait
we or OCLC figured out how to correct
before we
comfortable
proceeding
slowed conversion, however, was
additional
personnel to assist
we were unable to
did receive two ten-hour-a-week student assisone
halfway
project As a result of these
our serials specialist was able to average only fifteen to
hours a week on
conversion project.
second
was
in estimating how quickly we
able to convert records, we had relied too heavily on rethe test libraries. The
1986, OCLC Newsletter retest libraries could download
OCLC to SC350
completely set
an average of twenty records an
The
most conservative estimate given was eight records an hour.
figures,
Library estimated
approxi2100 records
its Kardex, anywhere
two to five
"''-'""''" were needed to convert from
Kardex to
SC350.
had
forgotten was
law libraries
serials
other libraries do.
our library,
receives a supplement is considered a
in this
even monographs are serially supplemented. The test
apwere transferring standard serials.
we converted just
job would have
record
serial titles,
only three days,
example, working about
each day, to completely convert our journal holdings, roughly
to SC350.
titles in
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is
process by which an item's cataloging record is located on OCLC
transferred to
SC350 database.
record is found on OCLC, it is placed an SC350 save file.
SC350 is entered, a function key is pressed and
records are
"dumped"
save
A second function key is
pressed, and
records are inserted into
SC350 database.
snag was encountered
downloading records during
session. We attempted to
the record for
say
a monograph. The instructor explained
SC350
would accept only serial records,
asked why in
world we
want to transfer a monographic record. We explained that
were
forty
our collection consisted of monographs
supplemented serially. The concept of
serially supplemented
was needed,
monograph had not
to OCLC.
was that the fixed field of every monographic record we wanted to
transfer had to be converted to a serial fixed field. To OCLC's
a week of our training, we were sent instructions on
how to program
of our function keys to change a, monographic
fixed field automatically
a serial field.
We quickly discovered
the easiest way to locate records
duplicate records on OCLC is to search
sea of similar titles
ISSN, ISBN or LC card
by some identifying number, such as
number. A routine was developed of checking each Kardex card
the .uu:na,urn v"'"""''"against the self-list, Legal Looseleafs
Directory,
other sources to discover these numbers.
deciding between duplicate records, those
DLC cataloging were
accepted
and
Conser records were chosen. Other
braries' records were accepted when these were the only ones available.

Prediction records ten
issue check-in module and
claims
module how many pieces of an item to expect a given period of
time. These records
their cue for regularity
frequency
It was found that some items defied
the OCLC fixed
reality of SC350. The Code
fixed field characterizations in
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example, is
Code is cataloged
however, is issued not as one
impossible to set
regular
To
of
listed
or 222 field,
on OCLC with
, as Title 29 pts. 1-29. Such a procedure would require at last
count one hundred
eighty-nine records, as opposed to fifty,
era of automation,
to
this as a predictable
there are still a
titles
not cooperate, and they are,
unpredictable.
The prediction
also requires
enumeration levels for
is the description of
the
is
The
codes are used. The
is
SC350's
captions are
system
of issues
received before an
also ask
increment appears the volume
serial is described
as a normalized irregular, the system
for
day, week, or
when
serial is published.
SC350 is not amenable to
solely by date. SC350 wants
discovto an enumeration level.
and by checking by
alone, we
the system to predict by date. Version 2
loopholesoftthe software temporarily
out
ware was enhanced, this possibility was accidentally
existence.
to restore it appeared
a
the
Version 2 update.
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slips. the
module, a
to four lines each can appear on
routissue number of the
material
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dealing
problems caused by bugs
system design. OCLC has also sought
future enhancements
be desirable.
The SC350 Serials Control System is an economical,
University
to
manual Kardex.
Richmond Law Library considers it as good, if not better, than any
serials control system on the market today.
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